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Economic theory tells us that the market itself can't always make sure 
the asset price discovery mechanism is always in a normal operation. Under 
the actual security market state of excessive reaction for some information 
by inventors or the excessive price adjustment resulted from the external 
impaction,it is justified and necessary to make use of the stabilization fund 
to intervent the stock price on the consideration of financial security. Of 
course, in order to control the risk and make sure the operation efficiency of 
the fund itself, we must establish a series of strict system and standard 
about the management, operation, risk control and information disclosure of 
the stabilization fund. Based on these thinkings, this article is divided into 
three chapters：  
The first chapter is the foundation discusses of the full text, this article 
firstly analysis the concept and features of the stabilization fund, and list 
the current main ideas for and against setting up of the stabilization 
fund.And then based on these main ideas, this article put forward the 
reasons of this paper supporting the establishment of stabilization fund. 
Namely, based on the present situation of our country securities market, 
setting up the stabilization fund can help consummate our country's 
financial emergency mechanism, make up the institutional defects of 
China's capital market, stimulate people’s consumption, the settle of stock 
sharing problem and ect. Then lastly,I try to answer the need of designing 
the stabilization fund. 
The second chapter adopts a new perspective, namely using the 















consideration about the related concepts in the economic law field and the 
practice of stabilization fund in the overseas countries and regions. I try to 
combine the actual situation in our country,to analysis several important 
problems about stabilization fund establishing. 
The third chapter is the discussion around " design legal system of 
stabilization fund " , which is specifically mentioned, from five aspects to 
research stabilization fund which including how to manage the fund, how to 
enter the market , how to operat and how to leave the stock market. Finally, 
taking the " stabilization fund special legal problems" as the research goal, 
this paper focuses to discuss " the coordination between stabilization fund 
operation and the Securities Law ". 
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